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Mark J. Wagner 
P.O. Box 326 
Sand Point, AK 99661 

December 7, 2010 

Board Support SectionlADF&G 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK. 99811 

Dear Board Members, 

B·QARDS 

My name is Mark Wagner and I'm a resident of Sand Point. I have 
commercially fished in Area M since 1979. In 1983, I purchased a Area M 
set net salmon permit and currently set net salmon, jig cod, and longline 
halibut out of Sand Point. I'm including two tagging studies from 1949 and 
1952, a chart showing the distribution of sockeye tagged in the North 
Pacific and later recovered at Chignik, along with written comments 
concerning proposals 97 and 98 that will be addressed at the Chignik BOF 
January 16-19,2011. 

Proposal 97, if adopted, would permanently establish two 48 hour fish 
openings in the Western District of the Chignik Management Area when 
fishing occurs during June. The two 48 hour fish openings were initially 
established at the 2008 Chignik BOF. The original proposal before the 2008 
Board requested that the Western and Perryville Districts be opened during 
June when Chignik Bay and the Eastern District were open. The Board 
voted it down 4-3 and recessed Friday evening. On Saturday morning, one 
Board member requested that the proposal be taken back up for 
deliberations. This time it passed on a 4-3 vote to allow two 48 hour 
openings only in the Western District with a sunset date of January 1,2011. 

This was a highly contested issue between Chignik and Area M fishermen, 
and also between Chignik Lagoon and the Chignik Cape fishermen. Area M 
fishermen stated that it would increase interception of local sockeye 
returning to Orzinski Lake in the South Eastern District Section (SEDM) of 
AreaM. 
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In 1995, I provided Sand PointADF&G with two salmon tagging studies 
indicating some of the sockeye salmon caught in the Chignik area are 
traveling to systems outside of the Chignik Management Area. 
The 1949 study had 4 tagging locations. Two locations were inside the 
Chignik Lagoon, one just outside the Lagoon, and the remaining location 5 
miles west of the Lagoon. There were 498 red salmon tagged on June 27-
28. Commercial fishing occurred one week later with 14 commercial 
recoveries and 187 salmon observed passing through the Chignik weir. Of 
the 14 commercial recoveries, 10 were recovered west of Chignik. In the 
1952 study, 399 red salmon were tagged June 22 just outside Chignik 
Lagoon with 248 recaptured in the commercial fishery, which opened the 
next day. Of the 248 recaptured, 5 were from outside the Chignik District, 
2 from the east and 3 from the west. Both the 1949 and 1952 tagging 
studies show that when fishing occurs near Chignik Lagoon, sockeye 
traveling west to Bristol Bay and east to Kodiak are being intercepted. 

The author of proposal 97 implies that over escapement to the Chignik lakes 
may occur if no fishing occurs west of Chignik Bay during the month of 
June. There were high seas tagging studies conducted by the International 
North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC) from 1956-1967 that indicates 
that 98% of mature sockeye returning to the Chignik Lake systems return 
from east of Chignik. If 98% of Chignik sockeye return from the east, 
opening up the Western Dictrict in June will have minimal effect controlling 
escapement to Chignik. I don't believe there has ever been an over 
escapement issue, unless the Chignik seine fleet was on strike. I do believe 
the June Chignik fishery is well managed and doesn't need this additional 
district opened to control escapement. When fishing occurs in Chignik's 
Western District during July, some fishermen in Area M's local sockeye 
fishery have noticed a 20-30 % decline in their catch. Opening up the 
Western District in June would increase the interception of west bound fish 
and increase the risk to Area M sockeye systems. 

Proposal 98, if adopted, would increase the length of a purse seine from 225 
to 275 fathoms. When the Chignik fishermen are fishing the capes, they are 
intercepting migrating fish traveling east to Kodiak: and beyond, and west to 
Bristol Bay. By lengthening the net 300 feet, increased interception occurs, 
and likely will result in Area M and Area K also requesting an increase in 
their net size. 
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In conclusion, I strongly oppose proposals 97 and 98. Both of these 
proposals, if adopted, will increase interception of migrating salmon and 
cause further discord between Area M and Chignik. At present, ADF&G is 
conducting an extensive research project on the origin of fish from Chignik 
to the A YK. region. This data is being collected and analyzed, with the fmal 
report available to the public prior to the 2013 Area M Board of Fish 
meeting. I believe the best course to follow, is to let the two 48 hour 
openers in June expire until more is known. 

Thank you, 

q;~~~ 
Mark J. Wagner 
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RED SALMOi~ TAGGING ExpERniENTS:~J CHIGNIK, ALASKA 
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Two ta.gging experiments have been performed by the Fisheries Research 

Institute at Chignik" Alaska. The first was, carried out in 1949, the 

second in 1952~ Neither tagging experiment was extensive, comparatively 

tew salmon were tagged end the tagging periods were only of one and two 

~ys. These are the only tagging experiments ever done at Chignik. 

The t".,o experiments J ,while pe·rformed at approximately the same time 

or the season, ,June 27-2S, 1949, and June 22, 1952, are not comparable. 

Th~ chief' reason is that, in 1949' there was no fishing carried on at ' 

, Chignik until July. 4, one week a tter the fish were tagged. The cha.racter 

of the runs of the two years differ sharply in tfme of occurrence and 

magnitude. The total run 6f 1952 was a~out one-fourth a.s la.rge as that 

O.t 1949, and in Juqe of 1952 there were considerably less fish in the 

area than in June ot 1949. 

Eacbtagging experiment has produced different information and the 

data from each adds to our knowledge ot the red' salmon runs and fishery 

at Chignik. 

1949 TAGGING EXP~RI~~NT 

On June 27 and 28, 1949, a total or 495 red salmon were tagged trom 
- 1 

Chignik traps as summarized below: 

Table I· 

Chignik Tagging Experiments, 1949 
s 

Date ot 
Tagging 

Location of 
-Tagging 

Number of Reds 
TaMed 

Ju~ 27 APA HaterfaJ~ Trap 196 
----:--:-:-------___ -!!. J~n~_l1 ____ ~P~ ... ~~~~_ Trap 189 

June 28 APA Main Islandl'rap-----'5'1-----~------
June 28 PAF Humes Point Trap 51 

1The salmon were tag~d by Dr. W. F. Thompson and W. H. Noerenberg" 
The tagging data were compiled by W. H. Noere:lberg. 
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, T~ Waterfall Trap is located at the western entrance to Anchorage Bay; 

about five miles from the entrance to Chignik, Lagoon. The Sands Trap is 

,situe.tedon the spit j1:.st outside or the lagoon. Both Main Island and Humes 

Point tre.,;> sites are within the lagoon~ 

Three tagged r.ed sealmon ",,'ere recaptured in the Sands and Uatertall 

tra.ps and 'W9re release~ a.gain on June 28" the day after tagging. 

Since there was nc:> conr.ne rcial fishery at Chignik until one week after 

the red salmon wer~ tar,ged" the number of tags recovered in t.he ri.~hery was 

very low. Four tagged salmon were taken in ,the fishery" which conmenced 

operations on July 4. This would indioate tha.t the great majority of C,!lig

nik reds passed through the lagoon rather Quickly and 'Were available to the 

fishery for a period ot less than one week. 
,j 

Ten ,additional tags were recovered.outside, of the district, three in 

the Shumagin Isl~ds-Falae Pass area, and seven in Bristol Bay. These re

coveries, 2% ot the total nUl!lber tagged .. are of great interest because they 

indicate that: 

10 Allor the red 'salmon taken in the Chignik tishery cannot be 

considered as bound for the Chignik spawning grounds I but the 

number of "outside" fish is small and could have little ef

tect on the total catch at Chignik or elsewhere" 

2. Marginal portions of the red salmon runs migrating along the 

south side of the Alaska Peninsula can be intercepted as far 

to th9 eastward as Chignik. 

No conmercial recoveries were made of the 110 re'd salmon which were 

r------:-.-~~-__ "' .. -_d-f_r-an--the--t-wo-t-r--.--lo--c-a-t-e-d--wi-.::..._thin th~_.l!gQon. Thi s may te ot sane 

ai¢fica.nce, although there 1s not enough evidence. tor proof, since it 

augge ate t.hat once the red salmon had entered the lagoon" they c an be 

-Ii 

-It 
_. 
~J 

-., 
-fie 
"' ...... -.... 

......... 
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considered as bound for the Chignik spawning grounds and that the fish

ery operating ldthin the lagoon would be taking only Chignik red salmon. 

Table II 

Recoveries of Red Salmon Tagged at the Alaska Packers' 
Association Wate~tall and Sands Traps on June 27, 1949 
'lIU:!!4!!J: 
Recovery 
Location 

Chignik 

Sh~g1n 
Islands 

East Anchor COV9 

Ugashik 

Egegik 

Kvichak 

Number ot 
Recoveries 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Date of Number Of 
Recovery Days out 
July 5 8 
July 6 9 
July 7 10 
July 12 15 

July 6 9 
July 7 10 

July 13 16 

Aug. 2 36 

July 15 18 
July 16 19 

July 12 15 
July 14 17 
July- 16 19 

before July 21 

Mr. Charles Petri, then Fisheries Management Agent ot the Chignik 

area, kindly cooperated in this experiment by keeping a dail:Y record of 

the tagged salmon as they were observed passing through .the weir on the 

Chignik River. The rQpidity with l-dlich the red salmon pass through the 

fishery at this time ot the season is well illustrated by these observa-

tions. Because tagged fish from the experiments of the two days could 

-a, 
-a, .... 
.ll 
,. ..... ' --:0 -., 
1'1 

~.,.... ... .. 
...... ' .. .. 
::~~:S' ....... " 
C) _J." 
wet: :: 

--------
not be separated at the weir, June 28, the las~ tagging day, has been 

chosen a.s the base day for demonstrating this rate ot passa.ge. Since 
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the tagging locations of the June 28 experiments ~ re wi thin the lagoon 

. and because more than three-fourths (78;() ~r the red salmon wre ta.gged 

. on June 27, the number of elapsed days between the tilne ot tagging and 

the time of passage through the "''air can be considered as a min1mtun. 

Judging by records of fish passing the weir, if the fishery had 

been operating tro~ the time of the experiment, the red salmon tagged 

on June 27 and 28, 1949, would have been subjected to capture over a 

canparati vely short span of time. Fifty per cent of the total number 

ot tagged red salmon counted through the weir passed through by the 

second da.y after tagging; 90% by the fourth day. 

Table III 

T8gl~ed Red Salmon Observed Passing the Chignik tleir I 1949 

-- ._-
D~ta Ntunber of Tags Number ot Cumulative 

Observod Days Out1 per cent 

June 2S 0 0 0.0 
29 2. 1 1.1 
,30 92 2 50.3 

July 1 49 :3 ·76.5 
2 24 4 89 • .3 
.3 8 5 93.6 
4 9 6 98.4 
5 1 7 98.9 
6 1 8 99.4 
7 0 9 99.4 
a 0 10 99.4 
9 1 11 99.9 

Total 187 99.9 

... ---C 

." ... 

... ... 

, .. -... 
.. 
... 

.. ... 

.. .. .. .. 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

lBase date 1s June 28 
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Number or days between tagging and passage through weir. 

Figure 1. Rate of passage between tagging sites and l'Jeir. 

Of the 498 tagged red salmon (495 originally tagged plus the three 

relea.sed tagged reds), 201 can be accounted for: 14 recoveries in the 

tisher,y and 197 observed passing. through the Chignik weir. Some of the 

297 tagged fish not aocounted for may have moved out of the district and 

w~re not recaptured, as evidenced by the 10 recoveries outside of the 

Chignik &rea. There may have been some mortalities due to tagging pro-

.cedures, or some tags lost by sloughing. But it seems most· likely that 

many ot the tagged fish eould have been counted through the weir with 

the tags overlooked and therefore not tallied as tagged re ds. The ba-

havlor of the fish in. going through the weir gates, moving rapidly in 

-. 
Ji ---:J .., 
tJ 
-tOt. 
-' ....... 

.,.It ::a -. 

_·t 

_'J ,.. ..• ...... ' --, 
::;l _ .. 

s--of-·ti ve--and'- six'or more fish -at-s---timeand -sometimes-darling----to-·-·----

the side otf the flashboards, ooupled with conditions of reflected 

sunlight and deep and orr";"color water" makes it quite understandable 

that this could have happened. 
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6. 

1952 TAGGING EXMtIMENT 

A total of 399 red salmon were tagged on the afternoon of June 22, 

1952, trom the Alaska. Paokers· Association Sands trap. This was a Sunday 

and part of the regular weekly closed period. Fishing operations started 

at 0600 the next day and continued WltU 0600 June 26, the" fourth day 

after tagging. There was no fishing after this time, eo the tagged re.ds 

were subjected .to capture by the fishery for a period ot 72 hours only. 

Two hundred and forty-eight· tagged red salmon, 62.14 percent ot the 

total number tagged, were recaptured; 243 locally and 5 .from outside ot 

th3 district. Five tags w&re returned from the Chignik area with no 

da.te as to the date of capture or gear employed. 

The tag re cove;ies from the Chignik fishery by each form ot gear 

were in tte approximate ratios ot each gear' s sh~re in the total catch. 

The traps took 20.6 percent ot the catch and accounted tor 28.4 percent 

of tb3 Chigmk tag reooveriesj 71.6 percent of the local tag recoveries 

were from the seines as compared to 78.1 percent as their share ot the 

catch. The gillnet oatch is unknown and is included in the seine catch. 

It is probably insignificant as ver,y few gil1~ets were fished and in 

other years, they have taken only a very snall pe rcentage of the catch. 

Only one tagged salmon was taken by gillnet. 

~i • 

• 't 

:li -. --:l .., 
/'''J-

-
.... f.'· .. ;:, .• . ....... 
)~. 

/) :;,-_ .... 
";t 
...... l!-
:::;.rt 
.r

l
'. ~ ...... ) 

_a··-
..,. ...... 
=;~:~·:r 
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Table IV 

Recoveries of Red Salmon Tagged 
at APA Sands Trap on June 22, 1952 

7. 

Recovery 
Lo ca.t ion 

Chignik Bay 

i Date LN~berRecovered by Gear i Percentage Recovered by G~ar I I Trap i Seine i Gillnet! Trap I Seine I Gillnet 

Ctdgnik 
Lagoon 

6 2.31 71 
6/24 S 49 1..2 

t 
6/25 t 50 1 
6/26 II 15 2.8 

Ani~chak Bay i 7/29 i 1 

Ra.spberry st. ! 7/2 1 I 
. Kodiak Island ! I 
. Ea.st Anchor Cove j 7/1' 1 I 

(False Pass) ;,7/2! 1 I I 
I 
i 

Recapitulation 

1 

.2 

.2 

.2 

17.8 
12.3 . 
12.6 
3.9 

.2 

.2 

Recovery 
Loca.tion 

Number of tags recovered by: Percentage reeoveredby: 
i • 

Trap Seine Gillnet Total 
I I 

Trap Seine' Gillnet I Total 
--------~+----+----~~--~~----~------
Chignik 
Lagoon 

Chignik' Bay 

Away from 
Chignik 

Total 

16 185 

.33 .3 

52 la<} 

1 202 

.36 

1 s 

243 

4.01 46.36 ;0.62 

8.27 .75 9.02 

.75 .• 25 1.2; 

1.3.0,) 47.36 .5 60.89 

1.25 

.. , 

... "'. 

_. -.... ..... 
'C ... 
..... ' ... , 
-~, ... 

..... .... .... _ . 

... ., . ..,. 
-' 

~--G1r"Ant1·-..!J!·nt,A:I:---'---+---.--.. ---- .-- .. ~.----.--. '-248-- ... -----.---- ~--- -_. --- -62-,14------
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There was a small percentage of recoveries from outside-of-tha--(ifs.:---------------

. trict as was the case in 1949. Two of 'the five 1952 recoveries from out-

side of the' Chignik l\rl::ln vl~re taken ea.st of the district wherea.s all of 

the, 1949 outside reO~f\'erie6 ~-rere from thg westward or Bristol B~y. 

The fishing_ in~'3nsity ca.nnot be gauged from the results of a single 

experiment, and the compl~te coverage or the fishing gear in this small 

area gives results far more complete than in larger areas~ such as 

Bristol Bay and Southea.stern A1aska.Further.more, the available stock-

may be moving with the rapidity characteristic of the lost stages of 

movement from sea. to river. The number of recoveries from the 1952 ex-

~ per~ent, 60.9 percont or the total number tagged, indicates the effec

.', tiveness' of the Chignik :rishery at that time and could be used as a basis 
it 

".: _ or comparison in future experiments. The -number of recoveries would un-

. '~,~o1.:1btedly have been somewhat greater ir !ishir..g hAd been permitted 

beyond June 26. 

No record was kept of the nt.nllber of tagged red salmon that passed 

-.- through the Chignik weir during the 1952 season. 

TAGGED SALMON RECAPTU~D AT CHIGNIK FROl.f EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED 

IN THE ALASKA PENINSULA AND KODIAK ISLAND AREAS 

Red saLmon have been tagged in the Alaska Peninsula and Kodiak 

Island areas during previ~us studies of these runs (Gilbert, 1922; Gil-

,bert and Rich1 1923; Rich and Morton, 1928j Bevan, 1948 and 1949). The 

number or tagged salmon recaptured at Chignik from these experiments 

has been very small and make it apparent that the great majority or red 

salmon ,returmng-tc,-the---Chi"gmk--spawning---grOtilfds---rrofir-the-o-cean-'do-not-------

approaohthe coast line in the areas 1n which these red salmon fisheries 

,are carrie d on. 

- .. 
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All of tb3 tagged sa.lmon recaptured at Chignik irom the Peninsula 

experiments were tagged either in the Shum.agi~ Islands (1923) or Paylor 

Bay (1928). As many more reds were tagged in' I kat an and ~Iorzhovoi Bays, 

which lie farther to the ~st, than in the Shumagins, and as no tags trom 

these experiments were reported as recaptured at Chignik, it can te in

terred that the weste~n limit at which Chignik r~d sa~on may be inter

cepted lies between the Shumagin Islands and Paylor Bay. 

A slightly higher, but still negligible" percentage of tags was re

captured trom the 1949 Kodiak Island tagging experiments than from the 

1949. The 1949 taggings were performed earlier in the season than those 

in 1948. 

The. Kodiak Island and Alaska. Peninsula tagging experiments as they 
~ 

pertain to Chignik are briefly summarized in Table V. 

Table V 

Tagged Red Salmon Recaptured at Chignik trom Alaska Peninsula 
and Kodiak Island Tagging Experiments 

Year Tagging Ar,ea 

lkatan Bay 
1922 Morzhovoi Bay 

Shumagin Islands 

lkatan Bay 
1923 Morzhovoi Bay 

Shumagin Islands 

1929 Nicholaski Spit, 
Paylor Bay 

1948 Northwest coa.st 
Kodiak Is1a.nd 

• 
1949 Northwest coast 

Kodiak Island 

Number 
Tagged 

2300 
200 
861 

2702 
2988 
3432 

461 

3925 

7091 

Inolusive Dates 
ot Tagging 

6/1) - 7/10 
6/20 
6/30 - 7/1 
6/1S - 7/11 
6/20 - 7/20 
6/2 - 7/6 

7/11 - 7/17 

6/19 - S/13 

6/2 - 7/3 

Number Recaptured' 
at Chignik 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

11 

4 

1 

19 

...... 
~'" ..... ... ) 
::: .1 -~l ., 
-.I' 
'MI 1,1. -, " .... 
........ 

...... , .. 

.... , .. " 

..::;'"'''' ' .. ,. 
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SmlMARY 

1. The 1949 experiments illustrate the rapidity with whie:h 

the Chignik. reds move through the fishery. Only four 

tagged salmon, 0.8 percent of the number tagged, were 

recaptured in the Chignik fishery; fishing operation$ 

started on July 4, one ~ek after tagging. Tagged reds 

were' tallied as they passed through the weir, ;0 percent 

of the total observed there passed by the second day; 

90 pe rcent by the fourth day ~ 

2. In the 1952 tagging experiment, 60.9 percent of the 

, t,agged reds were reoaptured in the 72 hours of fishin~ 

time penhitted after the date of tagging. 

3. Both the 1949 and 1952 tagging experiments irldicate that 

small numbers of "outside tt fish are taken in the fishery 

in Chignik Bay. In 1949 ot the number tagged, 2 percent 

were recaptured away from Chignik; 1.25 percent in 1952. 

All of the 1949 recaptures outside ot Chignik Bay had 

traveled in a westerly direction and were taken either 

1n the Peninsula Area or in Bristol Bay. 

4. Tagging experiment s perfonned in the Alaska Peninsul~ 

Area (1922, 192.3, and 1928) and on Kodiak Island (194a 

and 1949) indicate that red salmon returning to Chignik 

from the ocean do not approach the coast in these areas 

in a manner consistent from year to year, nor lave they 

done 80 in any high percentage in the tagging experiments 

thus far. The western limit at which Chignik red salmon 

have as yet been interecepted lies in the Pavlo! Bay-

Shuma~in Islands area. 
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Dear Alaska Board of Fisheries Members: 
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November 24, 2010 

SUbject: BOF Proposals 99, 100, and 101 pertaining to the Chignik King Salmon Sport 
and Commercial Fisheries 

I am John Rantz, owner of the commercial fishing tender Equator and owner/operator of 
Chignik Bay Adventures, a fishing lodge. As such, I am actively engaged in both the 
Chignik commercial salmon fishery and the king salmon sport fishery. 

The purpose of this letter is to formally express my adamant opposition to BOF Proposals 
99, 100, and 101 which pertain to the Chignik River king salmon run and associated 
commercial and sport harvests. My opposition is founded on findings that these proposals 
lack credible scientific and/or social-economic foundation. Also because they are not 
needed as the Chignik River king salmon stock is healthy, sustainable, and extremely well 
managed by the Department. Further, these proposals appear to be aimed at stopping or 
severely curtailing any successful sport fishing lodges or guiding services in the Chignik 
system. With due respect, they are also divisive, self serving, and importantly, they set the 
stage for entirely unnecessary conflict between Chignik's commercial and sport fisheries. 

Thereis ample evidence that the Alaska Department of Fish and Game already has all the 
regulatory authority, ,tools and expertise necessary to ,ensure "timely, effective" ~Cl 
comprehensive managemenL of Chignik River, king salmon. As an, illustration,'Yhen 
Chignik River ,king escapements have been "lowADE&G . has imposedbait~le~s. ,fishing 
regulations and lowered retention limits to boost escapement. When the escapements have 
exceeded the goal, which has occurred in seven of the last ten years, they have allowed for 
sport fishers to, retain more fish per day. Over the years, my experience with ADF &G 
managers of our local sport and. commercial salmon fisheries has been highly positive and 
professional. I am confident that the current and future ADF &G mangers will continue to 
be actively engaged in ensuring the health and wellbeing of the Chignik king salmon run. 

The following comments by proposal are offered: 

• Proposal 99 
This proposal to limit the sport catch by imposing a one king per day bag limit and a 
two fish per season possession limit ,and to require the seine fleet to release all king 
salmon until there is a 1,500 fish Chignik River escapement is draconian. Members of 
the Board of Fisheries, our Chignik king run is quite healthy and not overexploited. 
Every year (2001-10) the escapement goal of 1,300~~,700 fish has been ,met or 
exceeded,and the average ten year average,esoapement is 3,994 fish, alev~148%oyer 
the: uppere~d of the biologicalgoal.Shot1;ldProPQsal. 99,be adopted, it wouldJi~it in":" 
.season management. options CUld, promote a higher likelihood of ovet-:escapement,s, and 

:; ; lost" harvest,· opportunities 'for' Chignik's commercial fi,s.hery.' Further. it WOJ.l~4 
, '_ unnecessarily penalize, the loc~ sport fishery. 
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• ProposallOO 
This proposal calls for a one fish bag limit and two fish annual limit for Chignik king 
salmon. There is no credible evidence that sport fishing has had any substantial impact 
on the Chignik king run. As cited earlier, escapements have been met and more often 
exceeded. For the last ten years, the king escapement has surpassed the upper end of 
the biological goal by an average of nearly 50%. 

Another important consideration which the proposal appears to ignore is that should a 
weak Chignik king run occur, ADF&G has existing authority to lower bag limits and 
impose other restriction to boost in-season escapement numbers. And because the king 
escapement is monitored daily through the Chignik weir conservation, concerns can be 
addressed almost immediately. 

The Board should also be aware that if Proposal 100 were adopted it would effectively 
depress sport fishery operations including many support services (lodges, charter boat, 
and the few area retail stores). This is because Chignik is a remote and expensive 
destination for anglers and limiting their potential catch prior to assessing run strength 
would make it more difficult to justify the travel expense and effort. 

The Chignik sport fishing effort has not increased which is contrary to a justification 
cited in Proposal 100. By my calculations the sport effort has declined by at least 
20%. Four years ago there were six guiding operations: Lindholm Lodge, Chignik 
Anglers, Chignik Bay Adventures, Butch King (limited fly in trips), Tom Coors, and 
John Jones. Now there are even fewer. Chignik Anglers and Lindholm Lodge have 
ceased business; Butch King returns very seldom, and Tom Coors works with a new 
operation in Chignik Lagoon that has to date had very limited guests. John Jones runs 
a limited two week operation and spends only a few days a year king fishing. 

• Proposal 101 
The proposal to limit fishing effectiveness and tackle to pursue Icings is both 
unnecessary and unjustified. Based on my discussions with ADF&G staff, there is no 
evidence of dead king salmon washing up on the weir as a result of sport fishing. And 
already in place are regulations requiring fish, that are to be released, to be kept in the 
water; it has been my observation that the rules are strictly followed in Chignik. 

Certainly the use of bait is efficient at times and when used properly does not lead to 
fish mortality but does make fishing more successful. The successful returns of king 
salmon to the Chignik River are testimony to the reality that the rules in place are 
working well. Imposing regulations to make fishermen less effective is not needed at 
this time, and can be imposed by Fish and Game in season for conservation concerns if 
they deem necessary. 

Another consideration is that penalizing sport fishers when escapement problems are 
not an issue is simply not right. The difficulty of entering and leaving the river on tide 
high enough to pass through the shallows makes it possible to only fish a few hours on 
certain days with certain tides. It is important to be as effective as possible on those 
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days, and the proposed gear restrictions would reduce the quality of the fishing 
experience for those expecting a reasonable opportunity to harvest a fish. 

To summarize, it is my professional opinion that ADF&G has the tools and authority 
needed to make in-season king salmon conservation and harvest adjustments based on run 
performance data including escapement counts. And further, ADF&G has demonstrated 
their ability and judgment to attentively manage the stock. Therefore, I strongly believe 
there is no need or justification for passing BOF Proposals 99, 100, or 101. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my views. 

Sincerely, 

John Rantz 
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U.s. 

United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

FISH .. WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 

1011 E. Tudor Road ~ 
IN REPLY REFER TO: Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 

FWS/OSM 10084/BOF CMA 

Mr. Vince Webster, Chair 
Alaska Board of Fisheries 
Alaska Departlnent of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chair Webster: 

DEC 2 0 2010 

0 
w 
> 
Ui 
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Beginning January 16,2011, the Alaska Board of Fisheries will deliberate 2010/2011 regulatory 
proposals that address Chignik Management Area commercial, sport, and subsistence finfish 
fisheries. We understand that the Board will be considering approximately 19 proposals at this 
meeting. 

The U.S. Fish and Vfildlife S~rvice, Office of Subsistence 1\1anagen1ent, workIng vvith other 
Federal agencies, has reviewed these proposals and developed the enclosed prelirrlinary 
comments on proposals which may have an effect on Federal subsistence users and fisheries in 
this area. We may wish to comment on other proposals if issues arise during the meeting which 
may have an effect on Federal subsistence users and fisheries. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look 
forward to working with your Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these 
issues. 

cc: 

Peter J. Probasco 
Assistant Regional Director 

Cora Campbell, ADF&G 
Tim Towarak, Chair FSB 
Sue Aspelund, ADF&G, Juneau 
Dr. James Simon, ADF&G, Fairbanks 
Charles Swanton, ADF &G, Juneau 
Jennifer Yuhas, ADF&G, Juneau 

Steve Honnold, ADF&G, Kodiak 
James Hasbrouck ADF&G, Anchorage 
George Pappas, ADF&G, Anchorage 
Lisa Olson, ADF &0, Anchorage 
Jim Marcotte, ADF&G, Juneau 
Interagency ~taff Committee 

TAKE PRIDE~1!Fo ~ 
INAMERICA~' 
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FEDERAL STAFF COMMENTS ON 
ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES PROPOSALS 

for the 
CHIGNIK MANAGEMENT AREA 

State of Alaska 
Board of Fisheries Meeting 

January 16-19,2011 
Anchorage, Alaska 
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Proposal Page Number 

Proposals 95 and 96 2 

Federal Comments 

The following comments address these proposals only as they affect Federally qualified 
subsistence users and resource conserv'ation. 

Proposals 95 and 96 requests that additional areas be open to subsistence fishing and that 
methods and means used for the take of subsistence salmon be revised in the Chignik 
Management Area. 

Existing State Regulation: 

5 AAC 01.010. Methods, means, and general provisions 

(e) Fishingfor, taking or molesting any fish by any means, or for any purpose, is 
prohibited within 300 feet of any dam, fish ladder, weir, culvert or other artificial 
obstruction. 

5 AAC 01.470. Lawful gear and gear specifications: Chignik Area 

(a) Salmon may be taken by seines and gillnets, or with gear specified on a subsistence 
fishing permit, except that in Chignik Lake salmon may not be taken with purse seines. A 
gillnet may not be set, staked, anchored, or otherwise fixed in a stream while it obstructs 
more than one-half of the width of the waterway and any channel or side channel of the 
waterway. 

5 AAC 01.475. Waters closed to subsistence fishing: Chignik Area 

Salmon may not be taken 

(2) In Black Lake, or any tributary to Black Lake or Chignik Lake, except the waters of 
Clark River and Home Creek, from each of their confluences with Chignik Lake to a 
point one mile upstream. 

Other Relevant State Regulations: 

5 AAC 65.010. Fishing seasons for Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands Area 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section and 5 AAC 65.051, sportfishing is 
permitted year round in the Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands Area. 
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(b) King salmon may be taken infresh waters onlyfrom January 1 through July 25, except 
that king salmon may be taken in the Chignik River from January 1 through August 9. 

Existing Federal Regulation: 

§_.27 Subsistence taking offish. 

(c) Methods, means, and general restrictions: 

(4) Except as otherwise provided for in this section, you may not obstruct more than 
one-half the width of any stream with any gear used to take fish for subsistence uses. 

(10) You may not take fish for subsistence uses within 300 feet of any dam, fish 
ladder, weir, culvert or other artificial obstruction, unless otherwise indicated 

§ __ .27(i)(8) Subsistence taking of fish: Chignik Area 

(i) You may take fish other than salmon, rainbowlsteelhead trout, or char at any 
time, except as may be specified by a subsistence fishing permit . . For salmon, Federal 
subsistence fishing openings, closings and fishing methods are the same as those 
issued for the subsistence taking of fish under Alaska Statutes (AS 16.05.060), unless 
superseded by a Federal Special Action. 

(ii) You may no(take salmon in the Chignik River, from a point 300 feet upstream of 
the ADF&G weir to Chignik Lake from July 1 through August 31. You may not take 
salmon in Black Lake or any tributary to Black or Chignik Lakes, except those waters 
of Clark River and Home Creek from their confluence with Chignik Lake upstream 1 
mile. 

(A) In the open waters of Clark River and Home Creek you may take salmon by 

gillnet under the authority of a State permit. 

(B) In the open waters of Clark River and Home Creekyou may take salmon by 
snagging (handline or rod and ree!), spear, bow and arrow, or capture by hand 
without a permit. The daily harvest and possession limits using these methods are 5 
per, day and 5 in possession. 

(iii) You may take salmon, trout, and char only under the authority of a subsistence 
fishing permit. 

, (iv) You must keep a record on your permit of subsistence-caught fish. You must 
complete the record immediately upon taking subsistence-caught fish and must return 
it no later than October 31. 

(v) Jfyou hold a commercialfishing license, you may.only subsistencefishfor salmon 
as specified on a State subsistence salmon fishing permit. 

(vi) You may take salmon by seines, gillnets, rod and reel, or with gear specified on a 
subsistence fishing permit, except that in Chignik Lake, you may not use purse seines. 
You may also take salmon without a permit by snagging (by handline or rod and 
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ree!), using a spear, bow and arrow, or capturing by bare hand. 

(vii) You may take fish other than salmon by gear listed in this part unless restricted 
under the terms of a subsistence fishing permit. 

(viii) You may take no more than 250 salmonfor subsistence purposes unless 
otherwise specified on the subsistence fishing permit. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board (FSB)? Yes. 
Fisheries Proposal (FP) 11-1 0, submitted by the Chignik Lake Traditional Council, 
requests the same changes to Federal subsistence fishing regulations for the Chignik 
Management Area as State Proposals 95 and 96. In addition, FP 11-1 0 requests 
elimination of the July 1 through August 31 salmon fishing closure in the Chignik River 
from a point 300 feet upstream from the Chignik weir to Chignik Lake. 

The Federal Subsistence Management Program is concerned that opening the tributaries 
of Black and Chignik lakes to subsistence salmon fishing with non-selective fishing gear 
types such as gillnets could potentially result in unsustainable harvests of other, non
target, species (for example, Dolly Varden/char). These other species may be more 
susceptible to overfishing than the more abundant salmon species, but fishing effort is 
expected to be low. If either of these proposals is adopted, harvest of non-target species 
would need to be monitored to ensure they remain within sustainable limits. 

The Bristol Bay Federal Subsistence Regional Advisory Council (Council) met 
September 23,2010, and recommended to support FP11-10 with modifications including 
retaining the July 1 through August 31 closure of the Chignik River. During that 
meeting, the Council did not express any concerns about overharvest of non-salmon 
species if the area is open to subsistence salmon fishing because effort is expected to be 
low. The Council recommended opening these areas to subsistence use, and pointed out 
that these areas are already open to sport fishing. Finally, the Council was concerned 
about the potential need of multiple or dual Federal/State permits and preferred seeing the 
same changes in both Federal and State regulations, if possible, to avoid the need for 
separate/dual permits. 

The Office of Subsistence Management (OSM) staff recommendation to the Federal 
Subsistence Board is to support FP11-10 with modifications including but not limited to: 
1) opening the areas of Black Lake and its tributaries to subsistence fishing, but excluding 
the use of gillnets and seine gear; 2) removing the requested restriction for using "hook 
and line" gear in the Chignik River; 3) retaining the existing July 1 through August 31 
fishing closure in the Chignik River above the ADF&G weir; and 4) retaining the 
prohibition of purse seine (both power and hand) in Chignik Lake. 

The Federal Subsistence Board will consider FP11-10 during its January 19-21, 2011, 
meeting in Anchorage. 
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Impact to Federal subsistence users/fisheries: Yes. If adopted, State regulations would 
provide more area and opportunity for subsistence fishing than currently allowed under 
Federal subsistence fishing regulations. If Federal and State regulations diverge on this 
issue, it could lead to confusion among stakeholders, create additional challenges for 
enforcement, and require multiple or dual permits. 

Federal PositionlRecommended Action: Support with modifications. The Federal 
Subsistence Management Program supports protecting the resource and providing 
additional opportunities to subsistence users when possible, while still providing accurate 
harvest information and not hindering enforcement efforts. 

However, OSM staff believes the existing closure of the Chignik River above the weir 
from July 1 through August 31 should be retained because it addresses conservation 
concerns, shared by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, for spawning Chinook 
salmon. We also recommend prohibiting use of purse seines (both power and hand) in 
Chignik Lake to avoid potential overharvest by this gear type. 

The OSM staff also opposes the use of gillnets in Black and Chignik lakes tributaries 
because it could create a conservation concern for non-target species that could 
inadvertently be overharvested. 
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L.lf;H;'::'O I V V?;Lj4a Gabriel McKilly 
9284536637 

December 28, 2010 

Alaska Board of Fisheries 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I have the fallowing comments on the various proposals before your Board for the Scheduled January 
16-19,2011 meeting to consiclerthe following Chignik Finfish issues: 

Proposal #85 I do not support this proposal as it will take a public resource and put it into the hancls of a 
few Pot boats that currently fish this fishery. It also lessens the opportunity for smaller boats to 
partiCipate in this fishery if they so desire. This thought was supposed tc be a small boat fishery? If at 
some point in the future there is a local fish plant or market there may be more interest in the jig fishery. 

Proposal # 86 I can not support this as written. There are many issues which CQuid make it hard for a 
Jig vessel to make a delivery in this fiShery by the deadline of April 1 st. Breakdowns, crew issues, 
weather, etc. If you need anything in Chignik it takes time to get including Mechanics, parts, crew, etc. If 
a person puts out the $ 15,000 for the jiggers and the $ 5000 or so for insurance and money for \I1e 
groceries, fuel, airfare for crew, etc yOU can not take the quota away because \I1ey did not make a 
delivery in time. I n my opinion this will discourage any entry into this fishery by smaller vessels that 
cannot fish pot gear for whatever reasen. 

I could sUJlPort a version that rolls over Yo of the 10% to the pot boats is there are no registered jiggers 
by April 1 . Remove the delivery date requirement 

Proposal # 87 I do not support this proposal in any way. 

Proposal # 91 I do not support this proposal. This will be a form of limited entry. Currently this is a public 
resource. 

Gabriel W. McKilly 
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